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Music Theatre's Annie inspires dog rescue partnership

San Gabriel, CA - In connection with the upcoming musical Annie, the Music Theatre of Southem

California has teamed up with the San Gabriel Humane Society to find good homes for dozens of orphans.

Annie, the popular musical about an II-year-old orphan girl in search of a loving home, will be playing May

4-20 at the San Gabriel Civic Auditorium in San Gabriel, and May 25-27 at the Alex Theatre in Glendale. During

Annie's three-week run at the Civic, three dogs from the shelter will make a brief appearance on stage. A different

dog will be featured each weekend, and will be available for adoption afterward.

"We want to make people aware that there are hundreds and thousands of dogs who need good homes," says

MTSC Director Bill Shaw. "Instead of buying a puppy from a pet store, we'd like people to consider going to the

Animal Shelters to get a dog, who is very loving and desperately wants a home. If the dog in the show has already

been adopted, there are many other wonderful dogs at the shelter to adopt."

The idea to team up with the animal shelter to promote dog adoptions stemmed from another part of the

country during a production of Annie. Theatrical Animals, Inc., the company that provides trained dogs for the role

of Annie's canine sidekick, Sandy, proposes the idea to troupes that employ their animals. MTSC will feature one

of Theatrical Animals, Inc.'s dogs, Cosmo, in the part of Sandy.

The company's owner, William Berloni has been adopting and training dogs for live theater performances

since the Broadway premiere of Annie in 1976. His first dog played the original Sandy. Berloni also had a special

walk-on part written for the musical in which a dogcatcher carries a stray dog across the stage. At first, this was

an opportunity for Sandv' s understudy to appear on stage. Now, when possib Ie, the animal shelter dogs are featured

in this scene.

"I wanted to combine my commercial animal traiIiing with rescue," Bedoni says. "Before I adopted the first

dog that was the original Sandy, I had never been to a Humane Society, and it changed my life. Now my goal is

to help find good homes for as many dogs as I can."
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During Annie's 25-year anniversary, in 1997-98, Berloni started calling up animal shelters to see if they

wanted to be a part of his dog adoption effort. The Humane Society of New York, in Manhattan, was the first

shelter to take part in this proj ect. As a result, 23 dogs were adopted.

"We received 200 applications each week and called the top 10 candidates, only the creme of the crop,"

Berloni says. "We want to make sure these dogs are going to great homes."

Berloni adds that the dogs featured in the scene also have to qualify. Each dog must be small, healthy, not

easily stressed and not a fighter. The dogs are temperament tested prior to selection to ensure the best experience

for the dog and the actors.

In MTSC's Annie production at the Civic, each dog will make an appearance on stage during the first 10

minutes of the show. At intermission, the dog will accompany two Humane Society volunteers who will be

accepting applications for adoption. While only one dog will be featured at each show, applicants will be

encouraged to stop by the shelter to select one of many other great pets looking for loving owners.

For more information about the Music Theatre of South em California or to purchase tickets for Annie, call

(626) 308-2868.
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